Company Profile

Talent, passion and professionalism drive us to measure ourselves daily with an increasingly competitive market, in
which we distinguish ourselves by the high reliability and quality of our products, easy to install and use.
From when we started, in 1993, DEA System has grown up with ambition, always looking to the future and to develop
further: first it took root in its own country and then brought its own Italian challenge abroad, opening branches in and
outside Europe.
A challenge that feeds on innovation, continuous research, and constant improvement in performance technology.
We study the market needs to satisfy it with flexible and complementary products, suitable to the most varied
requirements of installation. Highly reliable technology fully designed, manufactured and tested in Italy.
For this DEA System has created DEA Electron, a Business Unit that develops and manufactures high quality
electronic with high standards of control and certified results.
We study the market needs to satisfy you with flexible and complementary products often on hybrid and highly
reliable installations because they are entirely designed, built and tested in Italy.
The tenacity in achieving the goals has allowed us to scale up not only nationally but also abroad, with the opening
of offices in Spain, Poland, France, Portugal, United Kingdom, and summer 2012, Belarus and Russia.
DEA is freedom of movement. We seek the pleasure to satisfy you every day all over the world.

Residential Products

Automation for gates, doors and barriers for residential use

Industrial Products

Automation for gates, doors and barriers for Industrial use

Quality and Certifications

DEA SYSTEM SPA obtained the UNI EN ISO 9001 certification in 2005 to:




Regularly supply customers with products that satisfy their requirements and anticipate their demands so to
deliver a product that exceeds their expectations and to offer an added value in comparison with the concurrence;
Assure a continued improvement to DEA performance, with particular attention to those processes directly
influenced from product quality and service;
Support and motivate all staff in promoting product quality through an internal acknowledgement of internal or
external suggestions.

Service and Technologies

Those who choose excellence can rely on reliable and long-lasting automations and on our fast and resolving pre-and
post-sale service.

Technology of high-quality and simple installation, are essential characteristics of the DEA brand products, facilitating
professionalism in choice and in the operation, as well as in the relationship with the customer.

We closely follow the production processes, from assembly to the mechanics construction, which, together with our
electronics, ensure a constant quality over time.
For this DEA System has created DEA Electron, a company that develops and manufactures high quality electronics
with high standards of control and certified results.

We develop intelligent solutions starting with our intuitions, to ensure high performance. Multi-functionality and
flexibility of our products stems from a technology available to everyone, close to the real needs of our customers: for
this reason we've created a patented system of simplified programming, the DE@ NET. A universal control board that
can be installed on all types of automations.

In everyday life that becomes more and more complex, DEA chooses simplification. Quick installation, easy
management, command, move freely.
As you like!

